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Introduction
Consolidity (a new noun that means ''the act or quality of consolidation'') is one of the inherent self-properties of all natural and man-made systems. It mainly measures the systems output reactions versus combined input/system parameters' reactions when subjected to varying environments or events. System consolidity has been expressed by the consolidity index F O/ (I+S) defined by the ratio |F O /F (I+S) | where F O denotes the system output factor (overall reaction) and F (I+S) designates the combined input and system parameters factor (overall action) [1] [2] [3] . The system is defined to be consolidated if F O/(I+S) < 1 neutrally consolidated if F O/(I+S) % 1 and unconsolidated if F O/(I+S) > 1.
In the original basic article of this supplement [1] , it was investigated that consolidity plays a prime controlling factor of each system change pathway (life cycle). It was also discussed that the current built-as-usual systems practices give the utmost emphasis only on the ongoing time-driven operation frameworks. In addition, the current practices do not sufficiently incorporate in their analysis the inevitable changes of parameters during their pathway course of life as affected by their varying environments and events. 1 These continual parameters changes, however, can only be handled through event-driven (or activity-driven) frameworks that are logically influenced by the consolidity behavior of the systems. Such consolidity-based change behavior constitutes an essential part of the systems inner property during their operation pathways.
The academic literature together with the current built-as-usual systems practices of most disciplines is giving their strongest emphasis on the immediate behavior (including the dynamics) of natural and man-made systems, thus overlooking the systems unavoidable changes during their course of life. In fact, at present, there is no existing unified theory for mathematically formulating the mechanism of systems parameters changes when subjected to varying environments or events. Only there are some descriptive or evidential isolated models for understanding systems changes in some specific areas, such as organizations, political behavior, education, community-based sociocultures, evolution of living systems, and very few other areas.
This supplement is intended to fill the postponed gap of updating the consolidity-based theory of change by incorporating the even-driven (or activity-driven) nature of the problem jointly with the conventional time-driven platforms. This is an important aspect that goes along with the main objective for developing new innovative generation of systems with aggregate superiority (consolidity, stability, and controllability) at their original set points. In general, a set point is a certain target or desired value to be maintained for natural or man-made system. For instance in biology and medicine, the set-point indicates the level or point at which a variable physiological state (as body temperature or weight) tends to stabilize.
In order that broad classes of readers of different disciplines can highly benefit from this supplement, all new introduced formulations and algorithms are presented in a comprehensive and systematic manner avoiding the slipping into the pitfalls of intensive mathematical or logical complications. Moreover, the nomenclature used in the supplement is provided in Appendix A for easy following of the presentations and derivations.
Methods and testings

The system change pathway conceptual graph
The current practices for developing built-as-usual physical system are based on giving the sole emphasis on designing each system with strong stability and high controllability. Consolidity in this practice was but a direct by-product of the finished designed system. Thus, the current built-as-usual methods have a high possibility toward mostly moving such systems in the undesirable direction of the inferior consolidity end (high consolidity index).
Such current practices pathways have been depicted for typical natural or man-made produced physical systems as illustrated in the new updated conceptual graph of Fig. 1 , based on conventional physical systems of state-space like form of the linear or linearized type. In the majority of real-life situations, however, each system's change pathway follows a zigzagging pattern with many downs and ups, but the prevailing tendency will always be toward a definite final (or end) state(s).
It can be seen that Fig. 1 illustrates in a simple way the progress of successive system changes under varying environments or events through different event states l = 0, 1, 2, . . ., m, . . ., f, where 0 indicates the original (or initial state), m denotes an intermediate state, and f designates the final (or end) state. In the analysis, the event state l is assumed for simplicity to be of the whole (integer) numbers type. Nonetheless, other non-integer forms of the event state l can still be handled using some extended analysis and are postponed for future research. 1 Events are defined in this work as any incidental or intentional, external or internal, momentarily or time determinable happenings, occurrences, activities or impacts of significant sizes ''on and above'' the normal system stand or original set-point. These events should have impetus upon the system and lead to shifting the system or some of its components beyond their normal specified operations. In general, events may be related to each other through time, causality or aggregation. Such relations could effectively influence the overall intensity of such events. Events can also be classified into the following categories: descriptive, prescriptive, factual or assumptive. Additional classifications in other applications are: common, composite, group or cascaded events. In general, each event can equivalently be represented by an overall or effective value that combines its type and strength.
The varying environments, events, or activities are considered to be all additional influences ''on and above'' the system normal stands or original set points. Moreover, such graph is developed based on the opposite mathematical relation between consolidity versus both controllability and stability [2] . In the figure, the abbreviations used are as follows: VL (very low), L (low), M (moderate), H (high), and VH (very high).
Real-life natural and man-made systems developed using built-as-usual practices usually undergo during their life span into similar cycles based on their status of consolidity. Original normal systems usually exist with superior stability and controllability set points. Such stand, however, will be directly accompanied by inferior system consolidity (high consolidity index) that makes these systems very susceptible to parameters changes under operation in real-life fully fuzzy environment. If the affecting varying environments or events by one way or another are carefully observed and controlled, the system will remain always within its normal stand or original set point. Such condition, however, is not viable as these systems are operating as part of larger systems of the universe and must interact and be interacted by the other systems.
The consolidity-based theory of change
Due to the inferior consolidity (high consolidity index) of the natural and man-made systems, the parameters of the systems tend to change very slightly far from their original set points toward more improved consolidity (lower consolidity index), leading to degrading their corresponding levels of controllability and stability as illustrated in the sample pattern graphs of Fig. 2a and b . The mechanism of the conceptual pathway development is based on that the system behavior change rate is logically conceived to be not accidentally happened but is relatively influenced at the point of progress after being subjected to the varying environments or events with the associated direct (on-the-spot) value of the system consolidity index. The analysis of the suggested conceptual model is based on eventdriven system framework, where the periods of inactivity can be passed over by jumping from one changed environment or event state to the next changed environment or event state and so on.
Consequently, we can develop through observations the multidimensional successive event-driven memoryless generic forward (F) transitions procedure, 2 for l = 0, 1, 2, . . ., m, . . ., Figure 1 A new conceptual graph demonstrating the successive change pathway of built-as-usual systems subject to varying environments, events and activities (assuming general state-space systems configurations). 2 Eq. (1) describes the general multidimensional consolidity-based change function that can mathematically or experimentally be derived for the system as a whole or for its components in a spatial matrix form. In some situations, it may be possible to systematically decompose (1) separately for each system parts or component i. In this case, the multidimensional formula of (1:F2) could be decomposed into individual relations as follows for l = 0, 1, 2, . . ., m, . . ., f À 1,
F2:
System component parameters change i (l) = [affected environments or events i ], such that i = 1, 2, . . ., n, and n denotes the total number of system parts or components. The dimensions of parameters in these equations are analogous to that in (1:F2).
f À 1, as follows:
where denotes the consolidity-based change function (the symbol is the capital C written in font Blackadder ITC with appropriate size). The item System parameters change (l) describes the incremental or step parameters change at event state l. The term ''Affected environment or event'' indicates the overall or effective value, which combines varying environment(s) or event(s) type and strength. Moreover, the parameter F ðlÞ O=ðIþSÞ designates the associated direct consolidity index corresponding to the acting on-the-spot varying environment or event at the step l. Such consolidity parameter can be calculated following the same mathematical procedure given in [1] .
For certain classes of systems, it could be more pertinent to employ the general form of (1) through invoking event-based memory-based models analogous to the original physical systems change behavior regarding their lags and types. These require obtaining information about the spans of their lags within the system and introduce more terms in the sequential procedure of (1) to represent such lagged components. Straightforward mathematical analysis can then be applied for the extended formulations.
The sequential arrangements expressed by (1) for system parameters changes can be viewed as special form of internal stacking 3 [4, 5] . The stacking process is intelligently expandable at each event state by forming of a new internal system sublayer or sub-level (of the visible or invisible type) that corresponds to the updated parameters changes of the forms of a new above, beneath, sided, outward, inward, or within the sublayer(s) or sub-level(s) of the preceding event state layer(s) or level(s) as will explained in Section 2.5. For most real-life systems, we could have f fi 1, approaching to infinite stacking arrangements.
The dimensions of (1:F2) and (1:F3) depend in the first place on the form of the system. They could be (i) Scalar form for single parameter systems, (ii) Vector form for ordinary state-space systems configurations, (iii) Matrix form for distributed and multi-input multi-output systems, or (iv) Tensor form or multidimensional arrays for large scale and spatially distributed systems. The cases from (ii) to (iv) correspond to multi-stacking representations.
In deriving (1), it must be observed that system changes could take place in incremental way and might not be noticeable except after appreciable accumulations of such changes. Moreover, changes of systems parameters could possibly be infinitesimal; for instance for the masses, it could be of the order of magnitude of single molecular or even atomic mass. Thus, any tiny change of system parameter due to external effect or event cannot pass without being accounted for within the corresponding parameters changes. With the continual changes of physical parameters, the systems start approaching less stable and less controllable states but at the same time attaining much improved consolidated status.
Role of time in the consolidity-based theory of change
In many life sciences and specifically in the field of molecular dynamics, real-life physical systems behave basically on event-driven frameworks rather than the time-driven formulations [6] [7] [8] [9] . Nevertheless, in situations where events have certain time durations, it is apparent that their overall effects ð1Þ 3 Stacking could be visualized as some sort of memory (arrays or layers) arrangement of items such that the item most recently arrived at the stack is the first to be retrieved. The infinite stacking property will permit accommodating apparently any number of elements in the stack due to its unlimited capacity. The terminology of stacking and its modeling techniques and formulations are intensively developed and are available mainly in the literature of Computer Science. In this supplement, stacking is applied for describing the physical system changes in a more general sense than the above literal or conventional form, but still cannot be accessed except at its end(s) only can be transformed to the equivalents of events strength. A clear example is the traditional light bulbs; their life expectancy depends mainly on the total number of their affecting events N on the on/off operation cycles, and their life is lower if the light is cycled often.
Another manifest example is that the expected life span of civil buildings and structures in identified tectonically (subject to earth shaking) active zones is mostly determined by the type, strength, and sequence form of affected earthquakes events rather than their normal standard designed life durations. Furthermore, most of the technologies and computerbased schemes we have already developed and rely on in our daily life are also event-driven beside their normal time-driven framework. Typical examples are the communication networks, manufacturing facilities, the execution of computer software systems, etc.
The time, on the other hand, is governing the system state equation and consequently the system response. It is also crucial in determining the order of the sequence of the occurrence of events. This is beside the intrinsic role of time in the synchronized coordination of various affecting events of the whole living universe (usually referred to as the timeline) [10] . At each step of affected event, once the system parameters are changed, the system will not behave similarly once more from the conso- Systems Pillars: controllability (determinant of controllability matrix), stability (eigenvalues), and consolidity (consolidity index). A sample of the pattern of event-driven pathway incremental changes of system parameters and associated pillars of built-as-usual systems operating toward a certain final state versus event state (or number).
lidity point of view. This gives rise to the importance of addressing jointly both time and event states in representing any worked out system configuration.
The joint time-driven (basic system) and event-driven (upper system) layers configuration
The events and activities operations can be recognized based on the above investigation in the form of high level influencing layer(s) (to be denoted as the ''event-driven or upper system layer(s)'') acting over the ordinary time-driven state systems state equations to be designated as the ''time-driven or basic system layer(s)''. Such basic system layer(s) provide essentially the form and nature of the system together with its governing state equations. In general, the two essential pillars of controllability and stability operate at the basic system level. On the other hand, the third pillar of consolidity is prevailing at the event-driven or upper system level and influencing system parameters pathway changes. Such notion is schematized by the joint two-level multilayer system configuration delineated in Fig. 3 . The event clocklike register progress is represented in the figure as counter-clockwise to be conceptually congruent with the normal rotational direction of the majority of all parts (smallest to biggest) of our master universe.
In the same figure, it is conceptually elucidated the dual links and interactions between both the basic and the upper systems levels responsible for guiding the change pathway of systems when subjected to events or varying environments. 4 The internal stacking of the system parameters changes with event state l is represented in Fig. 3 by the shown clocklike rotating procedure. It may be observed also that the presented principle of the two-level multilayer system configuration as illustrated in the figure typically replicates that of the universe global configuration (of the heavens and earth layers one above another) but with much reduced scale and complexity. The events happenings in the upper system level are considered of the general form that could be synchronous, semi-synchronous, or asynchronous with time in the basic system layer. Fig. 3 can be interpreted by the existence of an ''Event clocklike register'' with state l that runs alongside with the ordinary ''time clock'' with state t. Different than the ordinary continued operation of the time clock, the event clocklike register begins its operation with the original (or initial) system state, steps forward only with the occurrence of any coming event affecting the system and stops at the final (or end) system state.
It can be further stated from Fig. 3 depicting the joint twolevel system configuration that while controllability and stability at the time-driven or basic system level govern the original real-life system set point status, the consolidity at the event-driven or upper system level relatively influences sequentially system parameters changes during its pathway progress when subjected to varying environments or events.
Different classifications and categorization of the stackbased system change
System changes in real life may be logically conceived to be internally stacked in the form of a new sub-layer (or in miniature sub-layer or substratum) arranged in some form in relations to the other preceding existing layer(s). Such new sublayers (or substrata) represent the incremental physical changes or alternations imposed on the original system basic layer(s) due to the induced effects. Different classes of such stack-based arrangements at the basic system layer(s) are delineated in Fig. 4 based on the stacking of sub-layers directions and are described as follows: Effects "on and above" normal system stand or original set-point Figure 3 A conceptual diagram showing the joint two-level of basic and upper system layers configuration with their interactions representation for manipulating systems change pathways.
Stack class Description of stack-based arrangement (in relation to preceding existing layer(s)) S1: Above, top, or upward of original basic system (or layers) S2:
Beneath, bottom, or downward of original basic system (or layers).
S3:
Single, double, or all sided of the external areas of the original basic system (or layers) S4:
Outward, outer or coating of certain original system core or nucleus.
S5:
Inwards, inner or lining of a certain hollow or empty space inside the basic original system (or layers) S6:
Within, in-between or scattered in the internal areas of the original basic system (or layers). This class may also include within its sub-layer(s) nested stacks allowing sub-stacks within existing stacks, or clustered sub-stacks scattered or in-between the existing stacks.
In fact, the exact distinction between these classes in real situations may be difficult, as there is a high possibility of getting various degrees of overlapping between these suggested classifications. In such situations, the prevailing class(s) should be employed in the first place in any stacking analysis. Moreover, in real situations based on the nature of the change sub-layer, each class could have one of the following categories: positive, negative, or their mix (+, _, or ±). This is equivalent respectively to growing, shrinking or growing/shrinking categories.
For simplicity of presentation, the stack category (+,À, or ±) is inserted as a superscript of the stack class (examples are S1 + , S3 À , and S5 ± ). For the stack class having zones of versatile categories (+, À, and ±) or its categories cannot clearly be specified, the superscript over the stack class is left blank (examples are S2 and S6). Moreover, an empty or vacant stack is designated by ''0'' such as S4 0 . For the above stack-based arrangements, each sub-layer may be of the uniform (homogeneous) or non-uniform (non-homogenous) type. Also, each sub-layer may contain segments or sub-segments that touch or do not touch each others. In reality, each incoming sub-layer and its associated segments in the stack can clearly be visualized once formed, causing its preceding sub-layers to be gradually overlaid or faded.
Testing of the case study using direct linear relationship for changeability behavior
Let us now investigate the change pathway of the chosen design of the case study ''VH'' of stabilizing the inverted pendulum investigated in [1] as an innovative example of moving opposite to built-as-usual systems practices. The case study is selected to have the trolley mass with M 0 = 0.6 kg (fulfilling the aggregate superiority principle). It is considered that the inverted pendulum of the case study is subjected during its course of life to external accidental forces (collisions, impacts, shocks, etc.) with different strength ''on and above'' the normal operations leading to the deterioration S4 S5 S6 Figure 4 Schematic sketches of various physical stack-based change classifications at the basic system level based on the directions of system sub-layers or substratum change (Sub-layers categorizations may be positive, negative or their mix (+, À, or ±) following the same shown change inclinations).
and wearing of its trolley mass external body, as illustrated in the sequential sketched of Fig. 5 (following stack class of type S3À).
For the simplicity of demonstration of the case study, the consolidity-based change functions are assumed to be direct linear functions, such that the incremental or step parameters changes are approximately very small portions of the product of the overall affecting events and overall value of the consolidity index. This can mathematically be expressed using (1:F2) for a selected transition state l described at the upper system level(s), as follows:
System parameters change such that ''c'' indicates the changeability coefficient of the parameter under study, having appropriate dimension. In general, the coefficient ''c'' describes the durability of the system for confronting changes. For ''c'' gets smaller, the system will possess a higher resistance for combating changes against affected varying environments or events. In general, the value of parameter ''c'' is essentially related to the form of system nature for natural systems and the type of composition(s) of man-made systems.
Applying the linear changeability model of (2) on the pendulum case study, we obtain the following relation: For the current case study, the value of the changeability coefficient ''c'' of the selected trolley mass is assumed to be a fixed constant all over the change pathway and is selected as a demonstration to be equal to 0.015 kg/kg force .
Such assumed portions, however, are usually determined in actual situations through real-life extended experimentation and measurements. The investigation is followed by applying some assumed events acting for simplicity only upon the selected parameter subject to change of the trolley mass M 0 . This will lead to that the overall system undergoes corresponding event-driven transition states influenced in the first place by its consolidity behavior as depicted in (1) . Similarly, the transition event states of the case study can be represented by l such that l = 0, 1, 2, . . .m, . . .f, where m denotes an intermediate state and f designates the final (or end) state.
Incorporating the same model formulation and assumptions for the stabilization of the inverted pendulum given in [1] and applying (1) and (3) for the chosen case ''VH'', the results for some selected states during the pathway memoryless transition changes of decreasing form of the parameter M 0 in kg are illustrated in the following (recording) procedure at the event-driven or upper system level:The above results demon- Figure 5 Sketches illustrating sequential stacking of changes (damages) of the inverted pendulum trolley car of the case study due to accidents and collisions effect (Stack class of type S3 À ).
strate that the best inverted stabilization design could withstand very well the even-driven parameters changes. On the other hand, system controllability and stability will accordingly shift toward much further improvement at the time-driven or basic system layer.
For the other designs of the inverted pendulum with the same ''VH'' stabilization measure [1] , the overall consolidity F O/(I+S) = 2.5618 and 4.8740 that could result if selected, respectively, in incremental damaging changes of $6.29 and 11.97 times the above shown changes under the same affecting conditions. For some real-life systems particularly in biology, medicine, and life sciences, the associated overall consolidity index could reach bigger values of the range 20 to 40+, producing incremental catastrophic changes if subjected to appreciable external influences [1, 2] .
Further elaborations and results
Toward a new global theory of change
The basic principle in all respects is that no event affecting any system can ever pass without being accounted by corresponding consolidity-based change of such system's parameters. In general, real-life systems are normally differing in the rate of their progress based on their nature of the dynamics and type of varying environments affecting their operation, through formulating their corresponding consolidity-based event-driven change function as defined in (1:F2). Such analysis will certainly confirm the main consolidity finding that changes happening in real-life physical systems when subjected to varying environments are not by any means accidental, but follow certain pattern that is relatively influenced by their consolidity levels. It will also determine rigorously the consolidity-based change function , relating the rates of system changes at any stage with its corresponding affecting environment and consolidity degree.
Following this anticipated theory, it is apparent as each physical system possesses its own inner self-consolidity that vital systems of all living beings should change differently as relatively influenced by their own consolidity when subjected to similar or comparable varying environments [11] . The validation of the rates of progress extent on the basis of consolidity of different systems of the same nature under similar varying environments or events is a crucial aspect that will require future extensive field observations and experimentations.
From the presented global theory of change, it can be visualized that all systems should have intelligent self-implements (some sort of consolidity-based scaled or ciphered data loggers) that physically store with full accuracy their affecting varying environment through corresponding changes of related system parts or parameters. Stated otherwise, it can be ð4Þ conceived that each system has an astonishing autonomous self-recording mechanism of their actions through incrementally performing with very fine precision its parameters changes with the occurrences of varying events within the framework of its consolidity.
It can also be envisioned that such autonomous self-recording feature is physically implemented in a stack-based way that could allow possible redundancy, such that the effect of the varying event could be recorded in a distributed manner at various spatial points after being scaled with the appropriate consolidity at each point. Therefore, the evidence of the occurrence of any event will be almost impossible to be concealed or misplaced as it is redundantly self-recorded by change of parameters at several spots of the system. The integration of the spatial recorded parameters changes could jointly retrieve again such affected events as illustrated in the following section.
The reversibility of the consolidity-based theory of change
The tracking of system changes of a certain system (or its components) could permit, under some special conditions by the conversing of the general consolidity-based change function , retrieving back the form of the history of varying environments or events. Or alternatively, we can possibly seek at certain system pathway stage the backtracking of the history of the multidimensional successive event-based memoryless generic backtracking (B) transitions procedure of (1) at the event-driven or upper system level, for l 0 = f, f -1, . . ., m, . . ., 2, 1, as follows:
such that designates the inverse of the consolidity-based change function , applied only provided the existence of such reversibility conditions of the change functions. The item System parameters change (l 0 À1) describes again the incremental or step parameters change at event state (l 0 À 1). Moreover, the term F ðl 0 À1Þ
O=ðIþSÞ represents the associated value of consolidity index at step (l 0 À 1), and l 0 is the event state used in the reverse order (index).This is equivalent to sequentially disclosing the internal overlaid stacking arrangements of system parameters changes corresponding to such affected events. The dimensions of parameters in (5) are analogous to their correspondent in (1) . In addition, the arrangements depicted in (5) resemble exactly the stacking form as that of (1) but in reverse order, allowing backtracking of the stacked parameters changes. Such backtracking of system parameters changes with state l can be viewed from Fig. 3 by reversing the stacking process or simply reversing the direction of ''The event clocklike register''. Same analysis can be extended for (5) in the case of employing event-based memory-based representations with appropriate systems change behavior regarding lags and types.
Similarly, for the direct linear relationship given in (2), we can derive the corresponding inverse relationship of (5:B2) for a selected transition state l 0 , as follows: 
3.3. Implementation of the inverse consolidity-based theory to case study
We implement in this section, the inverse consolidity-based theory to the case study of the inverted pendulum given in Section 2.5. It follows from (6) for the pendulum case study, we have, B2: S ðlÞ force ffi DM 0ðlÞ =½c Á F ðl 0 Þ O=ðIþSÞ , provided that the changeability coefficient c " 0, as a requirement for the reversibility of the formulation.
Using the changeability coefficient ''c'' equals to 0.015 kg/ kg force as a numerical demonstration of the solved case study, all the past affected events acted on the trolley mass at each ð5Þ transition state l could fully be retrieved in a straightforward manner upon sequentially applying (5) to (7) in a backtracking procedure. This can be implemented through reversing the direction of the event clocklike register as discussed above and knowing the values of the parameters incremental parameters change at each step l. The retrieved strength values of the affected events forces on the inverted pendulum S ðlÞ force can easily be obtained for each event state (number) l as follows:
Eqs. ((5) or (7) of the pendulum) and ((1) or (4) of the pendulum) provide, respectively, the full procedures for the freely stack-based tracking from any state back and forth within the system internal historical recordings (similar to the Recording/Rewind/Play mode options in any conventional recorder) as delineated in the illustrative diagram of Fig. 6 . Thus, the internal overlaid stack arrangement is ultimately disclosed and can now be accessed from any internal state rather than from its end(s) only when initially formed.
It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the consolidity element plays the common role in both tracking directions, by scaling (ciphering) the events into parameters changes when tracking in the register forward direction and rescaling (deciphering) of parameters changes into events when backtracking in the reverse direction. It is conceived that for intelligent systems operation under varying environments or events, each system should keep internally its pathway consolidity factors (ciphers or deciphers) with the associated parameters changes in some sort of an accessible and understandable manner. Such internal stack-based storing arrangement is an aspect of high significance to many disciplines and is left for future scientific explorations.
Explanatory applications and findings
Explanatory applications
Some selected real-life explanatory applications are now presented for triggering further researches and studies regarding the wide-ranging scope of the presented global theory employing the above suggested stack-based arrangement classes/categories, as follows: ð7Þ Supplement to ''Consolidity: Moving opposite to built-as-usual systems practices''
Biology
As an example, autonomous self-recording of events of living beings can be observed during colonizing experiments, revealing that new colonized species are influenced by the recorded genetic features such as size and aging of the species parents; an example is the Dolly sheep (experiment started in 1996 and ended on 2003) and its similar experiments [12, 13] . Moreover, genome experiments have revealed the extraordinary results that each pair of species chromosomes provides certain past recorded information on the species including their ancestors from the dawn of life [14] . In biology, the prevailing stack-based arrangements classes of abnormal biological and biochemical reactions and processes in human and living organisms are taken place as of class S6.
In the sciences of astrobiology and human astro biorhythms, it is evident that there are definite relations between planetary movements/relative locations (as governed by time) with human biorhythms (level of their bio-consolidity), following stack-based change class type of S6 [15] . Such causes are attributed due to the electromagnetic and gravitational effects originating within the solar system. Nevertheless, the occurrences of events at the end rather than the elapsed time are the main controlling factor for any human parameters changes to take place.
Another important supporting study has recently revealed that we are living in a computable world, thus exploring nature as a big computation base [16] . The investigations showed also that all living beings lives are evolving according to huge software. Such finding was supported by some demonstrative examples such as the biological reactions for the functioning of living cells, the automata-based operation of bacteria, etc.
Ecology
Ecology is one of the salient disciplines where the joint evendriven and time-driven system configurations supported by the theory of change can be effectively applied as illustrated in the graph of Fig. 7 . Such graph is a lucid manifestation of the precise autonomous self-recording property of the nature physical activities since creation by continuously storing its affected events through spatial changes of its systems parameters [17] . Examples of events are the solar radiation, rain storms, winds, gravitational effects, fierce birds attacks, wild life animals feedings, human settlement activities, earthquakes and tectonic movements, etc. On the other hand, nature stores these events into corresponding consolidity-based scaled parameters changes of the ecology of forests, aquaculture, living beings, remnants of plants and animals, weathering, erosions, sedimentation of different types, etc. All these parameters changes follow some like formulations as that of the generic multidimensional spatial functions of (1) and its inverse in (5) with different stack classes and categories.
Inside the small frame at bottom left corner of Fig. 7 , it is shown a conceived schematic of the notion of autonomous self-recording of events of a human through consolidity-based change of his distributed parameters imaginatively covering his head, hands, legs, skin, etc., following prevailing stack-based classes of combined S3 and S6 types. This lucid example is also applicable to all existing living beings since the dawn of life.
Additional example in ecology is the movement of earth layers due to seismic activities and earth shaking, following some forms of combination of stack classes S1, S2, and S6. A further example related to the ecology in cold weathers especially in mountainous areas is the forming of natural spherical snow-ice and snow rolling balls following the stack-based change class of type S4.
Life sciences
The concept of inducing affected environments or events through inspecting physical systems changes has commonly been invoked (but in heuristic manners) in some life sciences such as paleobotany, geology, and archeology [18] . For example, it has long been identified that the thickness of each yearly recognizable ring of the tree trunk is directly related to the yearly affected environmental events. For each year's tree trunk ring growth, the higher spring time produces wider light parts of the ring, while a higher drought of late summer/fall produces a much narrower dark parts of the ring. The prevailing stacking of stored tree trunk changes due to such seasonal variations is mainly arranged through class S4 + . In hydrology, the principle that natural rivers such as the Mississippi and Nile Rivers are behaving as if they possess long memories has long been recognized by water resources analysts (well known in the literature by the Joseph or Hurst Phenomenon) [19] . Such Hurst Phenomenon is basically another example of the joint event-driven and time-driven framework of natural systems.
Same internal stack-based change notion also applies to both geology and archeology. In geology for instance, the prevailing stacking of the establishing formations (stratigraphy) in geology is of classes S1
+ and S2 + , while the prevailing class in forming excavations from ruins and remnants of living being in archeology is following class S6.
Materials engineering
Another wealthy area where the self-recording of events can be easily observed is materials engineering. A direct example is fatigue phenomenon appearing in all solid materials due to the effect of small cyclic loading causing slow propagation of grains microscopic cracks [20] . A similar analysis applies as well to the phenomenon of creep (deformation) progress taking place also slowly in solid materials [20] .
For such cases of fatigue or creep, the stacking of stored changes of such microscopic internal particles or granules cracks is mostly arranged following class S6. Same stack class also applies to (structural concrete) materials cracks due to shrinkages or seismic activities. Moreover, the gradual occurrences of rusts, corrosions, deteriorations, and wearing of all materials external surfaces follow stack class of type S3 À . On the other hand, the accumulations of sediments and deposits in the lining of industrial pipelines follow the stack class S5 + .
Medicine
One of the lucid general examples for investigating the physical recording of affected events on human bodies is shown in Fig. 8 . The figure demonstrates the fast premature aging and ravages of four human faces ''on and above'' the normal changes due to excess dozing of the Methamphetamine (a stimulant drug that strongly acts on humans' central nervous systems and its higher dozes might cause habituation or addiction to its users). The gradual transitional steps from state ''1'' to Figure 7 The main diagram imaginatively depicts the notion of intelligent autonomous self-recording of events of nature since creation, while the small sketch inside the bottom-left corner illustrates the same recording concept in a human, all through continuously storing changes of their systems parameters.
state ''2'' in Fig. 8 have been thoroughly documented for many patients by health agencies (such as Rehab USA) revealing the stack-based human facial changes due to each stimulating effect (or induced event). In all respects, it can be stated that based on the presented theory of change, the physical changes due to any medication will vary from one human to another depending on his corresponding level of consolidity, and following stack classes of S3 and S6. Another very interesting specific example confirming again the concept of self-recording of events in human beings is shown in Fig. 9 , as published recently by Huff Post USA and Canada Living. This figure provides a very recent irrefutable evidence of the notion of autonomous self-recording of events to living beings. Though the two sides of the face of Mr. William McElligott have apparently the same chronological age, they appear to be about 20+ years of biological age difference due to the long severity of sun effects on one side compared to the other during his life work as a truck driver. Such condition is known as unilateral dermatoheliosis or photo aging. This represents in fact very strong demonstration of the recording of events during the change pathways of a prevailing class S3.
The stack-based classes of global human organs changes in medical applications under external influences ''on and above'' the normal situations are more sophisticated than any other disciplines and could follow any or certain combinations of all the suggested classes (S1, S2, . . . , S6) depending on the type and location of the stacked change within humans. For instance, the stack-based arrangements of nicotine, tar, and other toxic substances deposits on the smokers' lungs are of the class of S6 + . On the other hand, the forming of human crystalline urine/bladder stones and also the gallstones in gal bladder are mainly through stack change arrangement of the class S4 + , while the accumulations of cholesterol and other fatty deposits in the internal lining (the sub-intima) of human arteries and veins tubes (Atherosclerosis) are stacked following basically the class S5 + . The stacking processes of the formation of the fibrosis of humans organs tissues are of class S6 ± , and similarly the spread of skeletal osteoporosis is of stack class S6 À . On the other hand, the tumors growths on thyroid, liver, spleen and lymph nodes, pancreas or the gastropod-intestinal tract follow combined stack classes of S3 + and S6 ± . Moreover, the stacking process of the healing of external burns, injuries, and wounds (self-repairs of skin or other organ-tissues) in medical surgery follow stack class S3, while the stack-based teeth crown caries/decay and internal teeth cavitations due to bacterial fermentation effects in dentistry follow, respectively, class types of S3 and S6. 
Psychiatry
Psychiatrists were pioneers in the early realizing of the notions of evidence-based and internal stacking of mental and emotional effects in their patients and used for navigation inside these stacks adaptable doses of medications enabling reaching to the required deepness in history backtracking [21, 22] . They cleverly progressed in these directions and attained extraordinary results in their psychotherapy treatment. For such psychiatric investigations, especially for mental disorders, the psychiatric effects can be attributed to the abnormal external influences on patients that result in stacked changes in a selfcognitive form in their brain neurons, nerves cells, and neurotransmitters following the class type of S6. Same stack class applies to Alzheimer's and chronic mental disorders diseases.
Religion
The original creation of our master universe has been arranged through same stack-based paradigm. This is clearly elucidated in sacred scriptures through inscribing the subsequent stackbased founding of the time, heavens, earth, angels, living things, the man, etc. as a manifestation of God's work that could basically fall within stack classes S1-S5 for the original creations and stack class S6 for their subsequent updating. Moreover, the notion of stacking within religion has also been clearly demonstrated in all sacred books (The Holy Old Testament, the Bible and the Holy Qur'an), where prophets and messengers from Adam and onward have been building (and updating) the revelations one over the other obeying the stacked class of S1 (and S6), respectively.
It was originally scripted in the sacred books through Prophet Moses that each thing in the universe has been given specified form and nature (basic level), and its pathway is guided all through by Almighty God (higher level), as revealed in the Holy Qur'an verse: ''Moses Said: Our Lord is He who gave each thing its form and nature, then guided it a right'' (HQ V 20:50) [23] .
The principle of pathway changes to an inevitable end or perish for all living beings has been clearly revealed in the sacred books (see the Holy Qur'an ''HQ'' V 55:26) [23] . Moreover, it was also revealed that the self-recordings of the Man are transcribed in one divine book as received first by first exact copy of all the happenings of his self-events, from its different parts of body, namely physical (tongues, hands, and legs) and sensing (ears, eyes, and skins) (HQ V 45:29, V 24:24, and V 41:20, respectively).
The divine book of all the recordings of the Man was referred to by God as the (numbered) register inscribed (see HQ V 83:9 and 20). The smallest measuring unit of the divine recordings of the numbered register was scripted in the Holy Qur'an for very fair judgment as the weight of one atom (equivalent to 1.6 · 10 À24 g, stated as ''So whosoever does good equal to the weight of an atom shall see it. And whosoever does evil equal to the weight of an atom shall see it.'' (HQ V 99:7-8).
Sociology and humanities
For qualitative-based disciplines such as sociology and humanities, the notion of stacking system changes when subjected to varying phenomena through one of the suggested six sub-layer classes can still be analogously applicable but in expressive or descriptive forms. A typical descriptive stacking semantics can naturally be formed through building sequential linguistic segments (or sub-segments) each is separated from its preceding one by some sort of linguistic identifier(s) (an example is the interactive multi-layered segments of the poetry). Stacking also directly applies to human self-accumulations of knowledge and learning.
In fact, we can find everywhere in various disciplines and sciences the systems following stack-based stored change behavior when subjected to events or varying environments ''on and above'' their normal situations (see also the consolidity web: www.sdaengineering.com/consolidity.html).
Findings summary
It is thus clear from the above presented developments/formulations and the analysis of their explanatory examples of the internal stack-based change arrangements (also summarized in Table 1 ) the following important findings/results (R): Figure 9 An authentic photo delineating the face of Mr. William McElligott, whose biological age of the half face to the right subjected more to sun appears to be 20+ years older with heavy wrinkles than the other normal half to the left. Source: The Huffington Post of USA and Canada Living, photo posted on 6th of June 2012, www.huffingtonpost.com.
Number Finding/result statement
R1:
Real-life systems operations follow the same principle of the two-level multilayer configurations which typically replicate that of the Universe global configuration (of the heavens and earth layers one above another) but with much reduced scale and complexity R2:
System configuration is organized by some sort of an ''event clocklike register'', which operates alongside of the ordinary ''time clock'' starting with the original (or initial) system state, stepping forward only with the occurrence of any coming event affecting the system and stopping at the final (or end) system state R3:
The universe by all means is not left unattended, but in fact is amazingly self-monitored since its creation through very high precision intelligent autonomous stack-based internal recordings with the given classifications and categorizations of self-events (activities) inside each oneself (or itself) R4:
Upon the existence of some reversibility conditions, it is amenable through reversing direction of the ''event clocklike register'' to perform backtracking procedure of the history of affected events through sequentially disclosing the overlaid stacking arrangements of systems parameters changes corresponding to such effects
Future implementations:
At this stage, it is necessary that intensive experimental mathematical analysis be carried out by hypothesizing the structure of the consolidity-based change functions and their inverses ( and ). As a good start, we can assume pertinent small-scale linear or linearized configurations using various types and strengths of affected events for the easy satisfying of the required reversibility conditions of the change functions.
For developing the new theory, we should get benefits from the ample number of event-driven programming paradigms published in computer science areas, with particular emphasis on automata and x -languages using sets of infinite length sequences of symbols and strings [24] [25] [26] . Further benefits can also be gained from the literature of the data mining and multi-sensor data fusion analysis [27] [28] [29] [30] . There are also a plenty of published literature in the subjects of pattern recognition and image processing that could provide the basic tools for the analysis and modeling of stacking contents. Other related effective practical approaches is the building of emulator-based systems that can perform combined hardware/software co-simulations of original systems using reconfigurable and field programmable systems or other appropriate prototypes building like tools.
All the above approaches and many other related ones have to be mathematically reformulated once more and be applied for the pathway change analysis of the everywhere real life systems in various sciences and disciplines following the provided generic stack-based representations. This gives rise to the necessity of introducing new forms of open stacked matrices of the multidirectional growing structures matching the different stack classes and categories of the system change sub-layers. The requisite growing stacked matrices should possess ever growing property with stepping of events, should expand in same directions of growths of system sub-layers and should capture changes in pursuance of class and category of system (infinite) stacks.
The suggested steps for developing the global theory of change supported by the two-level system configuration is to focus on various disciplines in addressing four essential aspects as sketched in the implementation diagram of Fig. 10 and discussed as follows 5 : The first aspect is to combine the consolidity-based mathematical formulations with experimental observations for deriving relevant consolidity-based change (and inverse change ) functions. This could be achieved by developing appropriate memoryless or memory-based formulations with different complexities (scalar, vector, matrix or distributed, and tensor or spatial) at the event-driven or upper system level. Some concentrated research should also be directed toward further investigation of the nature and form of the ''The event clocklike register'' with state l together with its operation alongside with the ordinary ''time clock'' with state t.
The second aspect is to carry out intensive experimental investigations for the full understanding of the mechanism and precision level of autonomous self-recording of events and conversely the retrieval of the events in physical systems through the manipulation of corresponding consolidity-based change of parameters; post hoc, the problem of intelligent internal (infinite) stacking of such changes within the system could then be deeply explored. This step should also be accompanied by exerting real efforts toward building knowledgebased change platforms that include various changes suggested relations, classifications, and categorizations versus affected external influences of different types and strengths.
The third aspect is to work toward developing and experimenting new innovative systems structures that enable introducing new configurations of systems with aggregate superiority of consolidity, stability, and controllability. Some supportive clues in the search for the innovative aggregate superiority structures are likely to be gathered from past extensive efforts of robust, adaptive, and variable structure control systems design. The building of the joint event-driven (or activity-driven) and timedriven consolidity-based simulations programs and prototype models could be highly helpful tools in this regards [31] [32] . This will lead to achieving the target of establishing the notion of consolidity in its broad sense as previously elucidated [1] .
The fourth aspect is to focus on the understanding of the other direction of the pathways of change, namely the chaotic state behavior of systems and deriving conditions for preventing systems from switching to such unpredictable complex behavior when subjected to changes in external conditions. Such study could give very valuable keys toward solving many existing real-life practical and enigmatic problems, especially in medicine and biology [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . In particular, tremendous medical records for the detailed gradual human irregular transition changes through ongoing clinic research (trials) practices are already gathered, offering to researcher a wealthy opportunity for complete analysis of change patterns and relationships of humans when subjected to various external influences. One of the additional important suggested areas of future research shared with all above four aspects is the investigation of the classes of real-life challenging problems experiencing high or excessive changes of their parameters, forms, or nature under varying environments or events. Many real-life unsolved dilemmas fall within these classes and can now be thoroughly analyzed through successive mathematical phased-based or staged-based formulations as a direct extension of the suggested joint two-level multilayer system platforms. Examples of these unsolved dilemmas are the transfer of normal living cells into fully cancerous tissues, the transformation of ordinary viruses and diseases into very dangerous infectious ones such as the swine flu H1N4 virus, the shift of living being immunity toward complete HIV/AIDS hazardous forms, etc. and many others (all these dilemmas are of prevailing stack-based change class of S6).
Conclusions
The supplement has presented a new updated conceptual change pathway graph of natural and man-made built-as-usual physical systems following a joint two-level event-driven (activity-driven) and time-driven configuration framework, supported by the consolidity-based theory. The conceptual graph was then mathematically expressed as successive event-driven memoryless or memory-based formulations as analogous to the original systems change behavior regarding lags ad types. The mechanism of the conceptual change pathway development progress was logically conceived that the system behavior changes rate has not accidently happened but is relatively influenced at the point of progress with the associated system consolidity index corresponding to the acting varying environments or events of different types and strength ''on and above'' their normal stands or original set points. In general, the stacking of system changes arrangements is shown to follow basically six different sub-layer classifications (above, beneath, sided, outward, inward, and within) each with the change categorizations of growing, shrinking or growing/shrinking depending on the direction of such changes, and allowing possible overlapping or combining together between these classes.
In the investigation, the events, activities, and varying environments operations were recognized in the form of high level influencing layer(s) (referred to as the ''event-driven or upper system layer(s)'') acting over the ordinary systems state equations designated as the ''time-driven or basic system layer(s).'' While the two essential pillars of controllability and stability operate at the basic layer(s), consolidity effect on the other hand is prevailing at the event-driven or upper system layer(s).
It is highlighted that all systems follow the same principle of the two-level multilayer form of the system configurations and typically replicate but with much reduced scale and complexity the universe global configuration (of the heavens and earths layers one above the others), thus revealing magnificently the consistency of all God's creations (see HQ V 40:57 and V67:3 [23] ). Furthermore, the given configuration has been interpreted through the existence of some sort of ''The event clocklike register'' with state l that runs for each system alongside with the ordinary ''time clock t'' for governing the process of its pathway change. Different than the ordinary continued operation of the time clock, the event clocklike register begins its operation with the original (or initial) system state, steps forward only with the occurrence of any coming event affecting the system and stops at the final (or end) system state.
The analysis was demonstrated by the pathway progress of the case study of the inverted pendulum. It is adopted for simplicity a direct linear relationship for the system changeability behavior, such that the parameters changes are very small portions of the product (multiplication) of the overall affecting events and overall consolidity index. The solution of such linear change relationship for the case study has demonstrated clearly that the changeability coefficient ''c'' is directly guiding with the consolidity index the change pathway progress. It must be highlighted that the control of the change pathway progress can now be effectively attained through the joint manipulation of the consolidity index (by seeking appropriate aggregate superiority designs) and the changeability coefficient ''c''.
Based on the presented global theory of change concept, it was revealed supported by selected explanatory examples from the many everywhere applications in various sciences and disciplines that each system (and their parts) has autonomous self-recording (with infinite stacking) intelligent mechanisms (consolidity-based scaled or ciphered data loggers) of actions. This is carried out through continuously storing their parameters changes internally with the occurrences of varying events within the framework of their consolidity. Conversely, it is conceived through the inverse of consolidity-based change function that it is possible provided the existence of such reversibility conditions of the change functions, to perform backtracking procedures at the event-driven or upper system layer of history of the overall affected environments through (consolidity-based inverse scaling or deciphering) system parameters changes (infinite stacks) due to such effects.
Prospective
First of all, as the development of the systems stack-based configuration and procedure in the supplement was given in the most general forms, their implementations for each stack classifications and categorization type in various disciplines will be after their feedings with appropriate observations and measurements straightforward exercises. In all respects, many of the related conventional techniques and approaches reported in the literature have to be mathematically reformulated once more and then applied for the pathway change analysis of the everywhere real life systems in various sciences and disciplines following the given new generic stack-based representations. This will necessitate the introduction of new growing stacked matrices for matching the ever-growing multidirectional (infinite) stacking structure of such generic representations.
Second, as real-life systems are internally recording since creation and with very high precision their own events within their parameters changes, they should also simultaneously continue storing their corresponding consolidity-based inverse scaling (or deciphers); otherwise, they will not be able to transform accurately the meaning of such internal parameters changes (infinite stacks). The question of ''How are systems intelligently preserving or somehow having access to such consolidity-based inverse scaling or deciphers?'' is a very important topic highly recommended for future research. As these decipher or keys represent the form of entrance guide to the system stored information, it can be logically conceived that they should play part of role of the information header(s) which are the units of information that precede and define following data objects. 6 Further research work, therefore, is needed to attain guided control and manipulation of such stored inverse scales (or deciphers); thus bringing far reaching results for the future of the humanity. 7 As a future prospective, it can be stated that the new updated joint two-level system configuration supported by the presented global theory of change in this supplement represents an important research advancement that could open a new horizon for comprehending past, present and future behavior of real-life natural and man-made physical systems with strong emphasis on the living beings pathway of life. Such theory will have very wide scope of applications in various sciences and disciplines, and will complement many other well-established and fundamental theories and notion. In conclusion, it is hoped that this supplement could succeed at the end in strongly trigger further researches and studies considering the wide-ranging scope of implementations of the presented global theory and its related important findings. 6 The principle of the existence of divine ciphering or hidden keys associated by God's creations has been inscribed in the sacred books (see HQ V 6:59). Moreover, representative headers examples were revealed in the HQ through the miraculous separated letters at the top of 29 sub-chapters. Each of these miraculous headers is of 1-5 letters length, appearing as one or two isolated units, and allowing repetition among them. 7 The discovery of such internal deciphers could be a disadvantageous turning point towards wrongly manipulating the change in the nature and forms of living beings. It was scripted in the Holy Qur'an that the Man will attain the stand of changing God's creation as indicated from the following phrase conveyed by the ''Satan'': ''And, indeed I will order them to change the nature created by God.'' (HQ V 4:119) [23] .
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